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covering the lower part of the tibial muscles. This adhesion of 
the yolk-sac to the leg had apparently taken place after the full 
development of the limb; and the y0lk-sac, in the course of its 
\\ ithclrawal into the cavity of the abdomen, had apparently 
drawn the foot in with it. The withdrawal of the yolk-sac is 
generally held to be brought about by the absorption of its con
tents; if the above explanation of the existing condition be 
correct, a considerable force must be exerted by this act of 
absorption if it is capable of dragging the foot, from its normal 
position, into the cavity of the <Lbclomen. 

E. \VAYMOUTH REID. 
St. Mary's Hospital, vV., May 6. 

Atmospheric Electricity. 

SEND you the following account of a curious, and, I believe, 
rare electrical phenomenon witnessed last week by a friend of 
mine and myself. 

vV e had, in the course of a long mountain ramble, reached the 
summit of Elidyr Fawr (3033 feet), a mountain lying to the north
east of Llanberis, and about four miles north of Snowdon. Being 
a short distance in front of my friend, I sat clown and rested with 
my back to the cairn, sheltering myself from a cold south wind 
which was blowing with considerable velocity. In about two 
minutes I heard a curious buzzing sound commence, apparently 
proceeding from the top of the post set up not long ago by the 
Ordnance surveyors. I had heard the same noise about three 
years ago while descending the arete of the Weisshorn, and 
on that occasion, as on this, there was a south wind blowing, 
accompanied by snow-on the W ei"horn in large flakes, on 
Eliclyr Fawr in fine powdery flakes. On the Weisshorn, for 
above an hour every rock seemed to emit the peculiar buzzing 
noise, and our ice-axes did the same. We were in too great a 
hurry, however, to pay much attention to the phenomenon. A 
day or two after, I related my experience to a gentleman, Mr. 
Powell-who, I trust, will forgive me for mentioning his name
and learned from him that he had had a similar experience on 
the Unter-Gabelhorn, near Zermatt. The clay was on that 
occasion, if I remember right, clear, when the noise was heard, 
followed in a short time by a flash, and a shout from two of the 
party that they were struck. No harm was clone by the shock, 
but the sensation was described as being like that which would 
be felt if every hair of the head were caught hold of and 
violently twisted. Having heard the sound before, I readily 
recognized it on Elidyr Fawr, and resolved if possible to study 
the phenomenon more closely. I first climbed on to the cairn, 
and found that the sound proceeded from the whole surface of 
the wood for about two feet from the top of the post. I then 
raised my stick, which had an iron point, and found that the 
sound began to proceed from it directly a height of about six 
feet from the ground was reached. I then put my hand on the 
part emitting the sound, but could feel nothing. On putting my 
stick down, and keeping my hand up, the sound proceeded from 
my hand-from more or less of it according as I raised it higher 
or lower-and I imagined that on the back of my hand the 
sensation of being very slightly pricked in many places was 
perceptible. My friend was much impressed by the peculiarity 
and intensity of the sound, and agreed with me that it would 
not be wise to stay long. As we proceeded along the ridge, 
after a slight drop, we rose again, and while standing on some 
rocks, the noise began in our caps, accompanied by such an 
agitation of the hair that it quite seemed as if we had literally a 
"bee in the bonnet." There was no sound of thunder, and in 
the course of about half an honr the snow-storm passed away, 
not however before we had clescenclecl far below the enchanted 
summit. C. A. C. BowLKER. 

Halo of the Moon and Formation of Peculiarly Shaped 
Clouds at Oxford. 

I NOTICED the following very beautiful phenomenon on the 
night following May 8, a.1cl it seems to me worth recording. At 
9·45 p.m. the moon was surrounded by a very large halo, the sky 
heing quite clear in the immediate vicinity of the same, with the 
exception of a small acclunulation of clouds at the lower part of 
the halo (to the left of the spectator). 

At 10.45 the halo had completely disappeared, and a large 
cloud was obscuring it and the moon. The margin of the 
cloud wa'i split up into tongue-like prctuberances. At I I. 20 

the halo had again appeared, b·ut it was not so bright; the moon 
was hidden from tbe spectator by some clouds. 

At I I. 30the clouds had disappeared, and the moon was shining 
out brightly, but the halo was only very slightly visible, and that 
only at its highest point. Just before it. began to disappear 
gradually, some of the clouds with the peculiar tongue-like pro· 
tuberances already mentioned were formed, but they disappeared 
again after a few minutes. As was to be expected, we had 
rain on the following clay, and some already during the same 
night. 

I need only just mention that the halo is supposed to be pro
duced by the refraction of light by crystals of ice. Brewster 
proved this by viewing the sun through some plate-glass on 
which he had allowed some alum to crystallize OEt in a thin 
sheet, when he saw a number of rings closely resembling halos. 

OTTO V. DARBISHIRE. 
Balliol College, Oxford. 

Spherical Eggs. 

THE problem of packing the greatest number of equal spheres 
into a given space, to which Prof. Aldis has drawn attention in 
your columns, is the simplest case of a more general problem 
which I have employed in my theory of crystallization (Cam. 
Phil. Trans., vol. xiv. part 3)-that is, the packing of the 
greatest number of equal and similar ellipsoids into a given space. 
The solution is that the ellipsoids should be arranged in a manner 
similar to that described for spheres by Profs. Aldis and Green
hill, so that every ellipsoid be touched by twelve others, and, 
further, that all the ellipsoids be similarly situated. The curious 
result comes out that so long as the ellipsoids are all similarly 
situated the orientation of the axes makes no difference in the 
number of them per unit volume. They may be turned about, 
provided they are all similarly turned, without affecting the ratio 
between the space filled by them and the unfilled space between 
them. 

In the case of spheres, if tangent planes be drawn through 
all the points where the spheres touch one another, they will cut 
up space into regular rhombic dodecahedrons, every sphere being 
circumscribed by such a dodecahedron. Now, of plane-faced figures 
which can be described about a sphere and which will exactly 
fill space, the smallest in volume is the rhombic dodecahedron ; 
hence the spheres arranged in the way described occupy the 
minimum volume. In like manner if tangent planes be drawn 
through all the points where the ellipsoids touch one another, they 
will divide space into dodecahedrons with quadrilateral faces, 
which will be unsymmetrical, but will be all similar and equal. 
If the ellipsoids be all turned in a similar manner the dodeca
hedrons will alter in form but not in volume. These clocleca.
heclrons are the smallest which can be described about the 
ellipsoids consistently with the condition that they shall exactly 
fill space. The condition of similarity in the situation of the 
ellipsoids involves the consequence that, if we consider one 
ellipsoid and the twelve others which touch it, four planes can 
be drawn each passing through the centres of seven ellipsoids. 
The points of contact of the ellipsoids will lie in those planes, 
and the tangent planes through these points will be parallel to 
the diameters conjugate to those planes. Other geometrical 
properties follow which do not concern the present problem. 

Cambridge, May 10. G. D. LIVEING. 

Columnar Structure in Ice. 

THERE are several notices in existence on the sui ject of the 
columnar structure of ice, to which attention has been called ':>y 
Mr. La Toltche (NATURE, ?.lay 9, p. 35). For instance, a 
letter by myself in the first volume of NATURE (p. 48I), which 
contains references to sundry cases of the occurrence of the 
structure in Britain and in other parts of Europe, and offers a 
suggestion as to the cause. The structure may often he seen, 
if looked for, and is be t exhibited when a very gradual thaw 
follows a hard frost. T. G. BON:\EY. 

SCARLET FEVER AND COW DISEASE. 

FEW questions have within recent years more en
grossed the attention of the veterinary and medical 

professions of this country, and have been the subject of 
greater or more acute controversy, than the relation of 
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human scarlet fever to cow disease. As is well known , 
the Medical Department of the Local Government Board, 
through the .Reports of Mr. Power, Dr. Cameron, and Dr. 
Klein (r886), have brought forward a formidable array of 
facts, by which it was established that, in an epidemic of 
scarlet fever prevailing towards the end of r 885 in the 
north of London, the contagium was distributed through 
a milk supply derived from particular milch cows at a 
dairy farm at Hendon, which cows were affected with 
a . specific eru ptive and visceral disease-the Hendon 
disease. It was further shown (Report of the Medical 
Officer of the Local Government Board, I 387) that this 
cow disease is to be considered as cow scarlatina, and 
that both human and cow scarlatina are associated with 
and caused by a microbe, the Streptococcus scarla/in{e. 

The veterinary profession, headed by the Agricultural 
Department of the Privy Council, have been foremost in 
the opposition to these statements. In the Report " On 
Eruptive Diseases of the Teats and U dders of Cows," 
issued towards the end of r888 by Prof. Brown, the chief 
of the Agricultural Department, a superabundance of 
opinions were forthcoming, and, as often happens under 
the circumstances, fact has appeared for a while in danger 
of being smothered in the confusion engendered. But, 
happily, facts are stubborn things, and not easily stifled. 
However much trampled on, facts a re ever prone tore
assert themselves and to multiply, and one result of the 
cow controversy has been that the recently issued Report 
of the Medical Officer of the Local Government Board 
g ives promise of a new and abundant crop of them. The 
first subject bearing on this controversy and dealt with in 
the recent volume is the significance of the Streptococcus 
scarlatina:. Manv and various have been the assertions 
as to this microbe being an unessential concomitant of 
the disease. The experiments now made bv Dr. Klein 
(Appendix B, No. I, Section A.), with a rtificial cultures of 
the .Streptowccus scarlatina: on recently-calved milch 
cow>, show that an eruptive and visceral disease is pro
duced in these cows which closelv resembles the Hendon 
disease, and consequently lend firm support to the view 
previously enunciated by the Medical Department that 
the Streptococcus scarlatina is the real microbe of scarlet 
fever. 

Amongst a further array of therein marshalled, 
some tha t are historical obtain, in view of the cow 
controversy, fresh interest and importance. It is pointed 
out (Section B.) that, before the time of Jenner, " cow
pox" was the familiar name given to every sort of 
sore on cows' teats ; that, with recognition by Jenner of a 
form of sore deno:ninated by hinY 11ariola: vaccina:, one 
particular cow-pox obtained the distinctive name of 
"true," while all others became designated as "spurious"; 
and tha t, except for Ceely's notable endeavours to obtain 
better knowledge, "spurious cow-pox," blister-pock, and 
the like vague terms continued to be used indi fferentl y 
for a ll sores on the teats and udders that were not 
"true cow-pox." So the matter s tood for eighty years, 
until at the Hendor. farm a second definite member 
of this g roup was recognized by Mr. Power, when the 
old divis ion into true and spurious cow-pox became 
manifest ly insufficient. It was now seen that the name 
"spurious cow-pox" had in all probability been used to 
cover a variety of sores having essential differences in 
nature, just as, until the time of Jenner, the name "cow
pock" had covered along with various other things the 
disease which we know as vaccinia. But it is one thing 
to have learnt the essential nature of those sores of the 
cow that are concerned with vaccinia or scarlatina in 
the human subject, and quite :mother thing to affirm the 
distinguishing characters by which these may be recog
nized from other sores that once on a time laid claim to 
being equally with them "cow-pox "or" s purious cow-pox." 
It is very obvious, too, that our new discontent with the 
name" spurious cow-pox" does not at o nce give us know-

ledge of those sores which remain on the list, while it is 
equally clear that there are many kinds of such sores. 

In these circumstances there was nothing to be done 
but to begin O\'er again the study of cow-poxes with a view 
to learning of each one its complete na tural history. And 
this has been the procedure of the Medical Department, 
with the result -that a considerable instalment of positive 
knowledge respecting certain cow eruptions is afforded 
in the Report already referred to. When it is said that 
there was no alternative procedure to that adopted by 
the Medical Department, no more is meant than that from 
the scientific stand-point · no alternative was possible. 
Other ways there were, of course, of dealing with the 
subject, as, for instance, in its "practical" or trade 
aspects, or from the sentimental point ·Of view. That 
adopted by the Veterinary Department of the Privy 
Council is not easy of definition, but it may be described 
as a method of composite character by which uncertain 
science and excess of sentiment are oddly interjumbled. 

It has consisted in flat denial of the possibility of cow 
scarlatina, along with reversion in the m atter of cow
poxes to the attitude of the cow-man of pre-J ennerian days. 
Thus Prof. Brown, in the earlier pages of his Report in 
denial of cow scarlatina, speaks indifferently of'' eruptive 
disease among cows," "udder disease among cows," 
' · outbreaks of udder disease common as usua l," "a very 
common eruptive affection which is usually called cow
pox by dairymen," and the like. And throug hout his 
Report Prof. Brown studiously avoids givi ng a name to 
any udder disease or diseases with which he is dealing. 
Only once does his reader, when referred to Plate 4, at 
the end of Prof. Brown's volume, obtain hope of some de
finite nomenclature ; but he turns to the plate in question 
only to be confronted with such terms as "blister-pock" 
and "blue· pock "- terms of the pre-J ennerian prototype. 
Having thus smoothed the way for discovery of a cow-pox 
(or "Hendon disease") not associated with scarlatma 
among consumers •of the milk of the affected animals, 
Prof. Brown would seem to exerci se aim ost superfluous 
caution in his phrasing of the following passage at p. 
vii. of his Report :--" Leaving for the present the subject 
of the original Hendon cow dise.ase in I 885-86, it is 
necessary to refer to outbreaks of the same or sim£/ar 1 

cow disease which occurred af Hendon and elsewhere in 
1887-88." Be this as it may, he had of course no difficulty 
whatever in finding instances of one or another cow malady, 
which it pleased him to call "Hendon disease," not as
sociated with scarlatina among persons consuming the 
implicated milk This sufficed for Prof. Brown, and for 
a while, perhaps, he was altogether content. 

But Prof. Brown's confidence in his own opinion, 
fortified as it had been by his failure in the early stage 
of his investigation to find any udder affection associated 
with illness uf scarlatinal sort among consumers of the 
milk of the affected cows, was destined later on to re
ceive somewhat rude shocks. Prof. McFadyean, a 
coadjutor of Prof. Brown's, having made discovery at 
Edinburgh of an udder malady associated with sore 
throat among persons consumirtg the milk of the cows 
affected by it, Prof. Brown, on personal examination 
of the Edmburgh cows, was constrained to admit for 
thts disease clinical characters distinguishing it from 
any that he himself had been investigating, and patho·
logical fea tures very similar to those of the original 
Hendon di:>ease. 

Of this Edinburgh disease (the pathology and a:tiology 
of which are described by Dr. Klein in Appendix B., No. z) 
Prof. McFadvean notes that it ''differed in every im
portant respect from true cow-pox," and that (like the 
Hendon di>ease) "it did not cause sores on the hands of 
the milkers." Here, then, on the evidence of the Vetermary 
Department, was a cow malady that was not cow-pox, 

1 italics are ours. 
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that was not the " Hendon disease" of Prof. Brown, but 
which was associated with throat illness among consumers 
of the milk of the affected cows-just such a cow malady, 
in fact, as the Medical Department stated could have, 
and had, existed without recognition by veterinary 
surgeons. 

SKELETON OF PHENACODUS. 

ALL readers of the American Naturalist must be 
familiar with a striking woodcut of the entire 

skeleton of a peculiar fossil Ungulate, which occurs 
throughout a long series of numbers among the adver
tisements, and bears the following somewhat startling 
subscription, viz. "The five-toed horse-the ancestor of 
lemurs and man." This figure we are enabled, through 

. - · - ---- - ---

the courtesy of Prof. Cope, to reproduce in the accom
panying woodcut. The name given by its describer, Prof. 
E. D. Cope, of Philadelphia, to the animal of which the 
skeleton i3 so marvellously preserved, is Plzenacodus 
jJrimCl!vus >. the genus forming one of the best-known 
representatives of that very curious extinct group of 
generalized Ungulates for which the Professor has 
proposed the name Condylarthra. 

Till quite recently those zoologists who have not enjoyed 
the good fortune of visiting the lJ nited States have been 
acquainted with this remarkable and unique fossil only 
by description and figures; the largest figure being the 
fine plate in Prof. Cope's magnificent quarto work on the 
"Tertiary Vertebrata of the \Vest," published a few years 
ago by the United States Government among the Reports 
of the Geological Survey of the States. Some months 
ago, however, the Keeper of the Department 

The Skeleton of F!tenacodus primavus; from the \Vasatch Eccene of Wyoming . One-seventh natural s:ze . (After Cope.) 

of the British (Natural History) Museum entered into 
negotiations with Prof. Cope, to whom this pricdess 
specimen belongs, with a view to obtaining a plaster . 
model for exhibition in the pal<eontological galleries of 
the Museum. Fortunately these negotiations have been 
attended with success, and all students of Mammalian 
osteology ought certainly to pay a visit to the Museum in 
order to see this beautiful cast, which is now mounted in 
its place, and is, we will venture to say, of far more value 
to the student than many of the real but fragmentary fossil 
s1-ecimen3 for which large prices have been paid. We 
may indeed congratulate the popular Keeper of the Geo
logical Department in not hesitating to pay what we 
believe was a somewhat heavy price for the acquisition of 
this cast. 

No figures could, indeed, possibly give an adequate 
idea of the marvellous state of preservation of the original 

specimen ; and we must confess th at personally we totally 
failed to acquire a conception of the real size of the 
specimen till we were brought face to face with the cast. 

The original sbb was obtained some years ago by Mr. 
J. L. Wortman from the \Vasatch Eocene of the Big
Horn basin in Northern \Vyoming, ancl was subsequently 
transferred to the collection of Prof. Cope, of which it is 
one of the chief gems. The \Vasatch beds, it may be 
observed, are low down in the Eocene, a nd when we con
sider that so many of even the Upper Eocene Mammals 
of Europe are known only by isolated and often imperfect 
skulls, teeth, or limb-bones, we are struck with the mar
vellous preservation of the American form. The dimen
s ions of the slab are about 49 by 28 inches; and Prof. 
Cope describes the animal as intermediate in point of 
size between a sheep and a tapir. The animal lies on its 
right side, with the tail bent suddenly down behind the 
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